Introducing Our First ESD Economical Workstation

(Conforms to the new Class Zero & RoHs requirements)

Ohm-Stat™ Workbench
- adjustable +3" height
- overhead shelf
- power rail
- 2000# capacity

WB-5020

Available Accessories:
- Ohm-Shield™ Floor Care Products
- Ohm-Stat™ Test and Measurement
- Ohm-Stat™ Heel Grounders
- Ohm-Stat™ Wrist Straps
- Ohm-Stat™ Ground Cords
- Ufitmat™ Pre-cut/Rolled Mats

Ohm-Stat™ Workbench
- adjustable +3" height
- overhead adjustable shelf
- power rail
- LED overhead light (fluorescent avail)
- tool rail
- 2000# capacity

WB-5030

-Ohm-Stat™ Bench Block (BM-3516)

Ohm-Stat™ Workbench
- adjustable +3"
- 2000# capacity

WB-5010

Seatia™ CR-4985
ESD Chair can be included upon request

All workbenches shown here come with a ground cord, wrist strap, and an Ultimat™! table mat with your choice of colors!
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